Call for Editorial Board Members and Reviewers for Depth Insights™

Depth Insights™ is a semi-annual scholarly journal that serves as the primary peer-reviewed depth psychology publication for the online community, Depth Psychology Alliance, as well as all individuals interested in Jungian and depth psychologies.

Our MISSION is to publish well-written/executed, high quality depth-psychology-based articles, essays, poems—as well as art—that best illustrate how depth psychology can enhance the lives of those who engage with information and practices aimed at accessing the unconscious. Understanding the symbols and messages that come through from the unconscious can help orient and guide us in daily life, as well as offer insights that help us make meaning.

Depth Insights journal and related publications appeal to a wide audience, from those who are new to Jungian and depth psychological ideas, as well as to those who are seasoned scholars and practitioners in the field.

Each issue of Depth Insights journal is provided as a downloadable PDF as well as a set of easy-to-navigate web pages. Special Edition anthologies and other publications may appear in print form and be available for purchase at Amazon and other retail outlets.

Past issues of Depth Insights journal are available to read online. For a full list of issues and publications, visit www.depthinsights.com.

Qualification and requirements of candidates:
- Demonstrated scholarship and recognized expertise in Jungian and depth psychologies
- Commitment to advancing depth psychology, and maintaining high publication standards;
- A network of experts in the field of depth psychologies for soliciting manuscripts and recruiting reviewers
- Editorial experience is highly preferred
- M.A. required; Ph.D. highly preferred
- Faculty position or similar standing at an academic institution or other appropriate organizations is highly preferred

Responsibilities for editorial board membership:
- Regularly reviewing and making editorial recommendations for submissions
- Providing expertise, advice, and assessment assistance to the editors
- Working closely with the editors and other Editorial Board members to develop the Depth Insights editorial vision, policy and practices
- Assisting the editors in identifying potential reviewers
- Promoting the journal to authors and readers, and if possible, soliciting or contributing manuscripts.
Recognition and Benefits:
Being an editorial board member will be provided with great academic opportunity to contribute to the depth psychological community and help extend depth psychology in the world by participating in the evaluation of scholarly contributions. However, there is no monetary reward as all editorial board positions in the journal are unpaid.

Terms for positions on the Editorial Board will begin on the date when application for membership is approved. All board members serve a three-year term.

If you are interested in becoming an Editorial Board Member, please send your CV and a one-page cover letter explaining your related experience and motivation to info@depthinsights.com